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TO: Douglas E. Smith, City Manager

FROM: Dana E. Watson, Chief of Poli

DATE: August 12,2015

SUBJECT: RECORDS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Margate Police Department's current Records Management System (RMS) has met our
needs for approximately the last twenty years. In technological terms, that is an extremely long
time. The needs and demands of a modem, state of the art law enforcement agency requires
software capabilities that our current system cannot deliver. With the consolidation into Broward
County's radio systems, we have an opportunity to acquire a RMS that meets and/or exceeds our
needs today. By partnering with Broward County's system, the acquisition will be a fraction of
the cost that it would be to purchase as a stand-alone system.

Attached is a memorandum from our Information Technology Director. The memorandum
addresses the capabilities of our current RMS and compares it to the ONESolution RMS
application that the County utilizes. With the acquisition of ONESolution, we will also have the
capability to retrieve useful intelligence rich data from all of our law enforcement neighbors that
utilize the same system. It is my recommendation that weacquire this system.
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cc: Deputy Chief
IT Director
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Date:

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

FROM THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT

August 5, 2015

To: Dana Watson, Chief of Police

From: James Wilbur, Information Technology Director

Subject: Police Department Records Management System

Since consolidating to Broward County's Regional 911 system back in November of 2013, both
our departments have been evaluating the possibility ofjoining the County's Records
Management System (RMS). We are at a point where our current system requires both hardware
and software upgrading and it is my recommendation that we join the County's RMS.

Our current systemcaptures and analyzes the basic functions of a police RMS system:

• Incident reporting

• Accident reporting

• Arrests *

• Field Interviews *

• Property and Evidence *

• Citation *

• These applications are entered into the system by records from paper documents.

Our currentsystemalso only showsour data and no other agencies.

The County uses the product ONESolution which is supported by Sungard Public Sector, our
current vendor. ONESolution applications that is available in the County's RMS and not in our
current system:

• Accident Wizard - a better work flow entry application
• Notifications - The Notifications Module allows users to create systemrules that will

notify a list of recipients when certain data-related activities have occurred within RMS.
Suchactivities might include a person viewing a record, changing a specific data element
on a record, or entering a new record into the system. Along with an optional audible






